
   

 

   

HIGHLIGHTS 

Equities and Rates 
were the main drivers 
of June’s returns. 

The FED under the 
market’s scrutiny. 

Latin America countries 
in diverging trends. 

Emerging economies 
recover from the 
trade war hit. 

  

Returns. The Blue Alpha fund posted a negative performance in January with 34bps coming from 
rates, -61bps from equities, and -13bps on fx. Cash and costs added 16bp.    
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International. 2019 ended with the unexpected US airstrike in Iraq. Initially it seemed this event 
would increase global geopolitical tensions, but it led to lower risk premia on the oil market. This was 
due to the tamed reactions from the Iranian government that didn´t escalate the issue, similarly to 
what the US has done when an Iranian missile attack the Saudi oil facility. This indicates that the main 
global players in the global geopolitical scene have no incentive to escalate to a war of bigger 
proportions. This event holds an interesting relationship to the second external shock that happened 
in 2020, which was the coronavirus outbreak. The high transmission and the low mortality rates of the 
virus hint that the economic impact on the Chinese economy can be bigger than initially anticipated, 
especially when compared to the SARS outbreak of 2003. As the US/Iran tension, the economic impact 
of the coronavirus is lower global growth and lower commodity prices. We are starting another year 
with downward pressures on interest rates, which should set the tone for markets looking ahead. The 
beginning of the electoral process in the US is the third big event of the year. Comments on this event 
will be left for the next monthly report. 
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Brazil. The Brazilian economy is in an interested place in the beginning of this year. The two shocks 
we have mentioned above are disinflationary without hurting too much the local economic activity. 
November data surprised markets to the downside, but we don´t see them configuring a new trend. 
In fact, December data on credit growth, consumer and business confidence are still pointing up. 
Congress return from recess puts the reform agenda back to the spotlight. The tax reform seems the 
most interesting one to be tackled at this moment. The fall in terms of trade, which should impact the 
trade balance of the country, as well as the expected 25bps rate cut to be delivered in February, suggest 
low demand for the BRL. We see real rates falling in the long end of the curve, given the high probability 
that the nominal overnight rate falls to 4% in March. The stock market seems like an interesting 
opportunity, given the expected profit increases but also the natural demand originated by the low 
level of rates, something unseen in the country. 
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In Mexico, after closing 2019 at 2.82%, inflation was 
back up in January. We think the core and the 
headline should converge, both for levels close to 3.4% 
by the end of this year, with the headline moving up 
and the core moving down. With inflation running 
above the target, Banxico´s willingness to step up the 
pace seems small. Also, the terminal rate that Banxico 
has in mind may be higher than the one priced in by 
markets. Complaints regarding government policies 
that have an impact in the private sector led the 
government reactions. At the beginning of January, 
the government announced exceptions for private 
participation in the oil sector and the creation of an 
economic cabinet leaded by Alfonso Romo that aims 
to stimulate investment and growth. We are skeptical 
about these measures and we still see low growth 
rates in Mexico for this year. With this, we like the 
currency, but we think the Mexican stock market 
should correct its outperformance of late.    

In Chile, the BCCH left rates unchanged in its January 
meeting but it looked more inclined to cut rates in the 
future given the devaluation passthrough has been 
tamed so far. The focus now is on the constitutional 
referendum that is scheduled for April. The pension 
reform was approved in the Lower House and moves 
now to the Senate. If approved, it should mean higher 
labor costs for the private sector. While protests were 
already adding risks to Chile, the global Coronavirus 
event add to it as it should have a significant impact 
in the country, especially given the fall in copper 
prices. We remain negative in the currency and we 
expect an opportunity to receive rates. 

In Colombia, food prices are receding the reducing 
inflation pressures in Colombia, which should end this 
year at 3.4%. Economic growth is in good shape, 
around 3%, one of the best growth performances in 
the region. This certainly is a result of the expansionary 
monetary policy, given overnight real rates are close to 
0.5%. Fiscal and external deficit remain as the main 
challenges for 2020. The coronavirus outbreak has an 
indirect impact in the fiscal account of the country 
given its impact on oil prices and Colombia´s 
dependency on the commodity. We think countries 
that have more exposure to China should remain with 
its currencies under pressure, at least in the short term. 

We see BanRep holding rates this year. With this, we 
continue to see the currency remaining under 
pressure and we don´t have any positions in rates. 

In Argentina, the highlight was the new decrease in 
rates, which are now at 48%, while inflation should be 
printing above 50%. Rates fell roughly 15% since the 
beginning of the Fernandez government. We see this 
as reckless given inflation is the main problem of the 
country. The country also announced debt 
restructuring that should happen in March. This is an 
important and inevitable step to be taken, but we 
don´t see international lenders demand for it as being 
very high. There is also the risk of a unilateral proposal, 
which can decrease even more the demand by the 
part of international lenders. We remain with no 
exposure in the country. 

In Peru, BCRP ended the easing cycle in December 
with a final cut of 25bps that took rates to 2.25%. 
Extraordinary Congress elections didn´t impact the 
markets. The economy seems to be on recovery a 
recovery track, but the Chinese crisis should also 
impact the country, given its exposure to oil and metal 
commodities. With inflation around 2%, we think the 
BCRP could add more stimulus to the economy. 
However, this seems unlikely in the short run. We have 
no exposure to Peru at this moment. 
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